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whilst Laura discovers that the unpopular boy residing round the corner to her has the facility to
enter the fourth dimension, she makes the harmful determination to accompany him on his trips
there.
Laura's now not a foul person, yet she's used to getting what she wants. She has a sizzling man
The Boy Who Reversed Himself attracted to her and an honest college life, and her dorky
neighbor Omar is keen to assist her occasionally with issues she's now not drawn to doing. yet
there is something off approximately Omar, and Laura's intrigued by way of what it will probably
be. in particular whilst he mysteriously is helping her get into her locked locker, presents her a
mirror-writing backwards model of a document she wrote, and looks to be his personal reflect
photo sometimes. what is with this kid? After a few cajoling, Laura learns that Omar is a parent
of dimensional secrets, and that he can entry an additional size of space--the fourth dimension.
She's having fun with studying approximately it and utilizing it to provoke different people, yet
she's beautiful irresponsible with the risks and finally ends up getting misplaced and trapped by
means of the local creatures of the following dimension. How will she ever break out this horror
express with out endangering her complete universe? and may Omar ever forgive her?What i
admire approximately Laura is that I kinda hated her, in particular at first. Laura isn't an
outstanding individual for many of the book--she shamelessly makes use of Omar and does not
deserve the belief he places in her, and she's The Boy Who Reversed Himself shallow and
callous. She does examine her lesson during the process the book, and she or he develops
right into a liable individual as a result of irritating studies she has been through. what is
additionally rather interesting, though, is the presentation of the extra dimensions; attempting to
imagine in 4-space strategies and having the additional dimensions named and defined as a
three-D individual may see them is admittedly interesting, even though i am not definite
concerning the science. It additionally lines credulity that the stability of the whole universe will
require guardianship that may be so simply disenchanted and destroyed (especially if guardians
like Omar may be manipulated via opportunistic suggest girls), yet that not less than gave a few
stakes to their situation. I additionally enjoyed the connection among the alien creatures of
4-space--how one was once abusive to the opposite simply because she were deformed via
dimensional shifting--and all The Boy Who Reversed Himself of the little facet notes to the
particular *experience* of dimensional transferring (like nutrition tasting diverse or turning into
poison to a reversed body, or the 4-d natives pondering humans' peristalsis was once
adorable).
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